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Abstract The prevailing paradigm for the climatic effects of large asteroid or comet impacts is a reduction
in sunlight and significant short-term cooling caused by atmospheric aerosol loading. Here we show, using
global climate model experiments, that the large increases in stratospheric water vapor that can occur
upon impact with the ocean cause radiative forcings of over +20 W m�2 in the case of 10 km sized bolides.
The result of such a positive forcing is rapid climatic warming, increased upper ocean stratification, and
potentially disruption of upper ocean ecosystems. Since two thirds of the world’s surface is ocean, we suggest
that some bolide impacts may actually warm climate overall. For impacts producing both stratospheric water
vapor and aerosol loading, radiative forcing by water vapor can reduce or even cancel out aerosol-induced
cooling, potentially causing 1–2 decades of increased temperatures in both the upper ocean and on the land
surface. Such a response, which depends on the ratio of aerosol to water vapor radiative forcing, is distinct
from many previous scenarios for the climatic effects of large bolide impacts, which mostly account for
cooling from aerosol loading. Finally, we discuss how water vapor forcing from bolide impacts may have
contributed to two well-known phenomena: extinction across the Cretaceous/Paleogene boundary and the
deglaciation of the Neoproterozoic snowball Earth.

1. Introduction

The effects of asteroid or comet impacts range from regional environmental devastation to potential contri-
butions to mass extinctions [Toon et al., 1997; Alvarez et al., 1980; Schulte et al., 2010]. It has usually been
assumed that the climatic effect of a large impact over a few years is surface cooling, caused by large
amounts of aerosols such as dust, soot, and sulfate being lofted into the middle atmosphere, which lowers
the amount of solar radiation reaching the surface [e.g., Covey et al., 1994]. However, if an object impacts
on the deep ocean, large amounts of water are released into the atmosphere [Toon et al., 1997; Pierazzo
et al., 2010]; the resulting increase in stratospheric water vapor (henceforth SWV) can then act as an addi-
tional, significant radiative forcing agent.

Unlike aerosol, SWV does not sediment out of the stratosphere providing the environment remains subsatu-
rated, so its radiative effect on climate is likely to last longer than that of aerosol. Previous studies have con-
cluded that approximately 10–300 parts per million (henceforth ppm), of SWV might remain in the
stratosphere for several years following the impact of an extraterrestrial body, depending on its size
[Emiliani et al., 1981; Toon et al., 1997; Pierazzo et al., 2010]. Aerosol forcing is likely to be much smaller unless
the bolide is large enough to strike the bottom of the ocean [Covey et al., 1994; Toon et al., 1997]. The climatic
effects of such a combined aerosol and stratospheric water vapor scenario are therefore important to quan-
tify due to the high likelihood of a bolide striking the ocean as opposed to land.

To date, 3-D modeling studies have only examined the climatic effects of bolides of size 0.5–1 km, but the
Chicxulub impact event at the end of the Maastrichtian is thought to have been caused by a bolide of approx-
imate size 10 km [e.g., Schulte et al., 2010]. Furthermore, past modeling studies did not examine the response
of the ocean or its circulation [Pierazzo et al., 2010]. Quantification of the surface climatic response to SWV
from impactors significantly larger than 1 km, having an order of magnitude more kinetic energy [Toon et al.,
1997], has been limited to inferences from idealized single-column models [Toon et al., 1997].
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Here for the first time, we perform ensembles of 3-D coupled ocean-atmosphere model simulations and sim-
plified energy-balance-type calculations to quantifymultiyear effects of combined SWVand surface shortwave
radiation perturbations resulting from hypothesized impact events larger than 1 km in size; we restrict our
simulations to those regimes where the response is likely to be qualitatively different to cooling induced by
virtual extinction of sunlight, noting that a very large reduction in surface shortwave radiation is inconsistent
with evidence suggesting that photosynthesis and export productivity did not cease across the K-Pg bolide
event [Alegret et al., 2012], and certain organisms did not die out (see section 4), suggesting that low-latitude
land regions did not completely freeze. Using the results from our semi-idealized modeling experiments, we
discuss the potential application of our results to the Chicxulub impact event at the end of the Maastrichtian
and their potential relevance in the context of deglaciation of the Neoproterozoic snowball Earth.

2. Methods

Twomodels are used in the analysis: FAMOUS ((FAst Met Office/UK Universities Simulator)—a coupled ocean-
atmosphere model) and a simpler energy balance model or EBM.

2.1. FAMOUS

FAMOUS is a coupled ocean-atmosphere global circulation model of horizontal resolution 7.5° × 5°
(longitude × latitude) in the atmosphere and 3.75° × 2.5° in the ocean [Smith, 2012] and has been widely used
in studies of climate and paleoclimate [e.g., Smith and Gregory, 2012]. FAMOUS has near-identical physics and
dynamics to the HadCM3 version of the Met Office Unified Model (MetUM) [Gordon et al., 2000], which was
used in the latest Intergovernmental Panel on Climate ChangeIntergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
report, but is run at a lower spatial resolution. FAMOUS has the advantage of being computationally efficient,
enabling the very long simulations required to spin-up the ocean circulation for Maastrichtian boundary
conditions, while retaining the complexity of a coupled ocean-atmosphere model utilizing the primitive
equations of motion. Since it is not computationally feasible to run a full stratosphere-resolving chemistry-
climate model on these timescales, and because we are primarily interested in the radiative rather than
dynamical effects of stratospheric perturbations on the troposphere and surface, we focus on validating
the radiative forcings (henceforth RFs) and climate sensitivity simulated by FAMOUS against more complex
models. Land average and global average surface air temperatures are 15.1 ± 0.1°C and 23.0 ± 0.1°C, respec-
tively, in the “Maastrichtian” control run, and 8.0 ± 0.1°C and 14.8 ± 0.1°C in the “preindustrial” run—all of
which are within 2°C of values obtained by other modeling work [Hunter et al., 2013].

We apply the SWV RF by adding a globally constant water vapor perturbation to the atmosphere’s radiative
properties only (i.e., as seen by the model’s radiation code) to all levels within the model’s stratosphere, in a
similar manner to previous work with versions of the MetUM [Maycock et al., 2013]. The assumed SWV pertur-
bations are shown in Table 1 and are 3–150 times ambient mixing ratios of 2–5 ppm, which is well within the
range of SWV perturbations due to bolide impacts estimated in earlier studies [Toon et al., 1997; Emiliani et al.,
1981]. The RFs in the P, M, and MD cases in Table 1 have been calculated using the method of Gregory et al.
[2004]. The 3–6 year decay timescale of the SWV perturbation is chosen to be consistent with observations of
age of air in the stratosphere [Engel et al., 2009] and is shown in Figure S1a in the supporting information.

Table 1. Description of Ensembles; Maximum SWV Perturbation; RF Using Radiative Model of Maycock et al. [2011];
Regressed RF in Preindustrial (P), Maastrichtian (M), and Maastrichtian + Dimming (MD) Cases; and Approximate
Corresponding Impactor Diameter, Energy, and Return Period [Toon et al., 1997; Emiliani et al., 1981]

Values/Descriptions

Impactor diameter (km) - ~1 ~3 ~10
Impactor energy (megaton, Mt) - 104–105 ~106 107–108

Impactor return period (years) - ~105 ~106 ~107–108

SWVmax perturbation (ppm) 0 10 50 300
RF calculated using radiative model (W m�2) - 3.8 9.2 19.2
Preindustrial runs P0 P1 P2 P3
Maximum regressed preindustrial SWV RF (W m�2) - 3.4 ± 1.5 10.6 ± 2.0 22.0 ± 1.6
Maastrichtian runs M0 M1 M2 M3
Maximum regressed Maastrichtian SWV RF (W m�2) - 1.8 ± 1.4 11.1 ± 1.2 22.9 ± 0.8
Maastrichtian runs with dimming M0 - M2D M3D
Minimum value of surface solar dimming (W m�2) �55 �55
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Offline RF calculations using the Edwards and Slingo radiative transfer code [Maycock et al., 2011] incorpor-
ating a higher-resolution representation of the stratosphere reveal differences in RFs between FAMOUS
and the full radiative code of less than 10% (see Text S1). Water vapor in the troposphere in FAMOUS is trans-
ported and evolves self-consistently with the surface and hydrological cycle.

The effects of aerosol RF associated with a large impactor hitting the ocean bottom and lofting rocky ejecta
into the atmosphere is approximated in the FAMOUS simulations by a reduction in the top-of-atmosphere
solar forcing by 30%, equivalent to a top-of-atmosphere RF of �102 W m�2, which causes a surface short-
wave RF whose maximum amplitude is �55 W m�2. Larger values of solar dimming of up to �80 W m�2

are explored in the EBM. Aerosol sedimentation is parameterized by keeping the solar forcing perturbation
constant for 1 year, followed by an exponential decrease in the perturbation over a timescale of 1 year, con-
sistent with previous work [Pierazzo et al., 2003], and is shown in Figure S1b. The maximum RF is lower than
estimates from large impact events [Pierazzo et al., 2003]. However, it should be noted that the RF value used
in the present work is shortwave only: the forcing from aerosol particles greater than 1 μm in size is a residual
of positive longwave and negative shortwave forcings that can each be much larger [e.g., Timmreck et al.,
2010]. Recent work has suggested a range of short wave radiative forcing from soot aerosol from the
Chicxulub impact of �100 to �200 W m�2 [Kaiho et al., 2016], implying a total surface radiative forcing that
was lower in magnitude than this. Again, we note that a very large reduction in surface shortwave radiation is
inconsistent with evidence suggesting that photosynthesis and export productivity did not cease across the
K-Pg event [Alegret et al., 2012], and certain organisms did not die out (see section 4), suggesting that low-
latitude land regions did not completely freeze.

Each of the FAMOUS perturbation experiments is made up of three ensemble members which are each
50 years long, initialized from different points of the control run separated by 10 years in order to sample
the effects of internal variability in the model. The model is run in two configurations: one representing
the preindustrial Holocene Earth and one representing the Maastrichtian stage 72.1–66.0 Myr ago, in order
to assess the sensitivity of our results to continental configuration (see Table 1). For more details of
FAMOUS boundary conditions and configuration see Text S1.

2.2. Energy Balance Model (EBM)

The EBM resolves hemispheres and land-ocean contrasts and represents heat exchange in the ocean using an
upwelling-diffusion model [Shine et al., 2005]. The EBM assumes an equilibrium climate sensitivity parameter
λ = 1.0 K (Wm�2)�1, mixed layer depth = 75m, and ocean diffusion κ = 7.5 × 10�5 K m�2 s�1, so that the land
and ocean temperature response in the absence of aerosol RF is similar to that of ensemble M3. The value of λ
is consistent with the climate sensitivity of FAMOUS (see Text S1). The EBM is computationally very cheap and
therefore ideal for investigating responses to many RF scenarios [Shine et al., 2005, Appendix B]. Here 336
EBM runs are performed with a combination of RF sources from SWV and solar dimming. The maximum
SWV RF in the EBM is varied from +10 to +25 W m�2, corresponding to SWV perturbations of approximately
50 ppm to 300 ppm, and has the same time evolution as FAMOUS, shown in Figure S1a.

3. Results

We first examine the effects of SWV perturbations only (i.e., scenarios P1–P3 and M1–M3). A key measure of
the environmental effects of any climatic forcing is the change in surface air temperature that it induces
[Collins et al., 2013]. Figure 1a shows area-averaged surface air temperature change over ocean (henceforth
OSAT) and land (henceforth LSAT) in the two decades following the input of the SWV perturbations designed
to mimic the possible effects of different sized bolide impacts into the deep ocean. The size of the response
increases with SWV perturbation magnitude, with the largest perturbations of 300 ppm (in scenarios P3 and
M3; see Table 1), exhibiting maximum OSAT increases of 5 K and 8 K respectively, and maximum LSAT
increases of 9 K and 11 K, respectively (see Figure 1b), a few years after the impact.

The time at which the maximum temperature change occurs relative to the simulated impact increases in
proportion with the temperature change, being 2–3 years for the smallest values (P1 and M1), to 5 years
for the largest (P3 and M3). In general, LSAT changes show the same lag time as OSAT changes but are ampli-
fied by a factor of approximately 1.5. Without aerosol forcing, the rates of warming are more than an order of
magnitude faster than the rate of global warming expected over the 21st century, and the warming patterns
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also display polar amplification (see Figure S2), which is a well-known pattern of climatic change [Collins et al.,
2013]. The differences between the responses for the present-day and Maastrichtian conditions is related to
the albedo in each configuration. Run M0 has a lower planetary albedo than P0: 0.27 compared to 0.31,
mostly due to lack of sea ice in the warmer southern polar regions, which explains the former’s higher
globally averaged surface temperature. In addition, the maximum reduction in albedo following the input
of the SWV perturbation is 12% in M3 compared to 3% in P3, suggesting a much stronger positive
shortwave feedback in the Maastrichtian configuration, in addition to a stronger water vapor feedback due
to higher concentrations of water vapor in the warmer atmosphere.

A key aspect of the warming signal is that it is not confined to the surface but penetrates quickly into the
upper ocean, increasing the static stability of this region, and inhibiting vertical motion. Such a response
can restrict the transport of nutrients to the uppermost layers of the ocean [Roemmich and McGowan,
1995; Oerder et al., 2015], potentially disrupting surface foceanic ecosystems. Figure 2 shows cross sections
of the ocean temperature response averaged over years 1–10 after the SWV perturbation is imposed in a sam-
ple of the model ensembles: P2 (Figure 2a), P3 (Figure 2b), and M3 (Figure 2c). In the tropics and subtropics,
the warming response is confined mostly to the upper 100 m of ocean. In the northern midlatitudes and
southern subpolar regions, the warming signal penetrates downward to 200–300 m in depth. The scenarios
with the largest increase in SWV display increases in upper ocean stratification whose consequences are to
lower the magnitude of upwelling by up to 50% in upwelling regions (see Figure S3), which are the regions
where the majority of primary productivity occurs [e.g., Gregg et al., 2003]. Key to this stratification is the rapid
timescale of the warming (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. (a) Evolution of area-averaged surface air temperatures over the ocean (K), with time after the impact event. The
lines show differences between P1 and P0 (black solid), M1 and M0 (black dashed), P2 and P0 (blue solid), M2 and M0
(blue dashed), P3 and P0 (red solid), M3 and M0 (red dashed), M2D and M0 (blue diamonds), and M3D and M0 (red
diamonds). (b) As in Figure 1a but for the difference in area-averaged surface air temperature over land (K). The thin dotted
lines clarify 0 K changes.
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As noted above the Chicxulub impact, which is thought to have contributed to the Cretaceous-Palaeogene
extinction event (henceforth K-Pg event), approximately 66 Myr ago [Alvarez et al., 1980; Schulte et al.,
2010], likely caused significant injections of aerosols into the stratosphere by striking the ocean bottom
[Toon et al., 1997; Covey et al., 1994]. We examine the combined effect of such a joint aerosol-SWV scenario
in two ways: first, by introducing a parameterization of aerosol-induced surface cooling into the FAMOUS
model (see section 2.1) and second, by using the EBM, to quantify the sensitivity of OSAT and LSAT responses
to uncertainties in SWV and surface shortwave radiative forcing.

LSAT and OSAT in the M2D and M3D “SWV plus solar dimming” FAMOUS experiments are shown by blue and
red diamonds in Figures 1a and 1b, respectively. Even with a change in surface shortwave radiation of
�55 W m�2, ensemble M3D still exhibits a warming of up to 4 K (red diamonds), over 1–2 decades due to
the warming effects of the SWV perturbation. Again, associated with the rapid warming is increased stratifi-
cation of the ocean (see Figure 2d), which is not as large as that induced by SWV forcing alone (ensemble M3;
Figure 2c) but does still cause a significant reduction in ocean upwelling (Figure S4).

Figure 2. (a) Latitude-depth cross section of the difference in zonally averaged potential temperature (K), in the top 300 m
of the ocean between ensembles P2 (averaged in time between years 1 and 10 after the impact) and P0. Regions having
values smaller than one interannual standard deviation in the control run are hatched in order to demonstrate the size
of the signal compared to simulated natural variability. (b) As in Figure 2a but for difference between ensembles P3 and P0.
(c) As in Figure 2a but for difference between ensembles M3 and M0. (d) As in Figure 2a but for difference between
ensembles M3D and M0. Note the nonlinear contour intervals in each panel.
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The climatic effects of a much larger range of SWV and surface shortwave radiative perturbations can be illu-
strated using the EBM. Figure 3 shows land and ocean temperature responses in EBM runs that combine dif-
ferent magnitudes of cooling due to reduced surface shortwave radiation and warming due to increased
SWV, with forcings in the four Maastrichtian climate model ensembles added for comparison. For certain
combinations of forcings (e.g., a maximum negative surface RF = �40 W m�2 and a maximum SWV
RF = +24 W m�2), it is possible for the EBM to respond with a land temperature change is that is negative
(regions with cold colors in Figure 3a), even though the largest upper ocean temperature change is positive
(warm colors in Figure 3b), which implies an initial cooling of the land due to reduced sunlight, followed by
warming of both land and ocean on a timescale of a decade or more.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

These results may shed new light on understanding changes in the environment and ecosystems around the
K-Pg event. Terrestrial species are likely to have been adversely affected by immediate effects such as fires
and a decrease in solar radiation [Toon et al., 1997; Schulte et al., 2010], and ocean productivity might be
expected to be hindered by reduced sunlight in the first couple of years due to significant aerosol loading.
However, accounting for the possible effects of SWV increases following a large impact to the ocean suggests
possible longer-term warming over land and enhanced ocean stratification, which may have adversely
affected many oceanic and terrestrial species for at least a decade following the impact (see Figures 2, S3,
and S4).

Over land, crocodylomorphs (a group including crocodilians), chelonians (the order containing turtles), and
champsosaurs with representatives in shallow marine and freshwater habitats seem to have survived better
than other large bodied fauna [Benton, 1993;MacLeod et al., 1997;Martin et al., 2014]. Large rivers might have
been somewhat insulated from terrestrial temperature changes and fires, while estuarine areas might not

Figure 3. (a) Minimum annually averaged temperature change over land (K), between years 0 and 10 after a simulated
impact calculated using several hundred simulations of the EBM showing the combined effect of aerosol and SWV RF8.
The abscissa shows themost negative aerosol RF (Wm�2), and the ordinate shows themaximum value of SWV RF (Wm�2),
in each individual EBM run. (b) As in Figure 3a but for the maximum annually averaged ocean mixed layer temperature
response (K). FAMOUS ensembles M2, M2D, M3, and M3D are marked in grey in positions corresponding to their initial
radiative forcings for comparison.
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have felt the full effects of marine stratification on nutrient supply: species living in such habitats might have
therefore survived better than their fully oceanic or terrestrial counterparts, especially if they were tolerant to
a wide range of different body temperatures.

The once in ~107–108 year occurrence of 10 km bolide impacts [Toon et al., 1997] raises the possibility that
such impacts could have played a role in the deglaciation of the Neoproterozoic snowball Earth, given the
~5 × 107 year timescale of the event. If the Earth’s tropics had been covered with ice and snow to any degree,
the absence of weathering would cause CO2 to buildup in the atmosphere. However, even such CO2 forcing is
thought to have been too weak to deglaciate the tropical oceans if taken alone [e.g., Le Hir et al., 2010]. In this
situation, a bolide impact over a shallow sea would not only potentially provide a positive radiative forcing
through darkening the tropical cryosphere by solid ejecta in a similar manner that has been postulated for
the effects of dust [Abbot and Pierrehumbert, 2010] but would also provide intense, if short-lived, SWV and
cloud radiative forcings that might trigger deglaciation by amplifying the effect of the high background
levels of CO2. Future research should attempt to quantify both forcing and feedback effects further, given
their sensitivity to the mean background state [Pierrehumbert et al., 2011].

Owing to the large uncertainties involved, we have not considered possible microphysical-chemical-climatic
interactions following an impact event, such as ozone depletion associated with large amounts of injected
halogen-containing sea salt aerosol [Pierazzo et al., 2010], changes to SWV lifetime associated with increased
oxidation of CH4 by chlorine atoms, or HOx produced by large amounts of SWV. Large stratospheric aerosol
loading might act to scavenge water, thus reducing SWV [Pierazzo et al., 2010]. However, assuming a particle
radius of 0.5 μm, a submicron aerosol source from the impact [Toon et al., 1997], and an upper limit for a
growth factor of sulfate aerosol of 5 times (based on the growth of sulfuric acid particles under stratospheric
conditions), we estimate that only a few percent of the SWV would be taken up by aerosol. Microphysical
effects such as coagulation would also lower the magnitude of the RF from sulfate aerosol by increasing par-
ticle size [Timmreck et al., 2010], as well as reducing aerosol residence time [Pierazzo et al., 2003]. Additionally,
a large stratospheric aerosol loading would warm the tropical tropopause, which might further increase SWV
[Joshi and Shine, 2003]. Ice crystals might form, but even in the case with 300 ppm of SWV the stratosphere
would only be supersaturated with respect to ice below about 20 km in altitude. Furthermore, there is a large
uncertainty in the radiative effect of ice crystals because of factors such as ice crystal size and cloud optical
depth [Emiliani et al., 1981], which in turn depend on a variety of different processes, so the effects of ice crys-
tals have not been considered here. The exact composition of aerosol (e.g., soot, dust, and sulfate) would be
expected to be different for different impact events. CO2 increases resulting from impact events are extre-
mely uncertain [Royer, 2014; Huang et al., 2013] and have not been considered here.

We have explored potential climatic scenarios following extraterrestrial bolide impacts over the ocean that
significantly raise stratospheric water vapor (SWV) levels. While short-term cooling and reduced primary pro-
ductivity is likely to occur for impacts releasing aerosol into the atmosphere, the effects of increasing SWV
may include rapid climate warming and increased ocean stratification on a timescale of 1–2 decades. The
process could improve our understanding of periods such as the K-Pg extinction or the deglaciation of the
Neoproterozoic snowball Earth and indeed might reconcile differing viewpoints on the temporal and causal
relationship between the Chicxulub impact and the K-Pg event itself [Archibald et al., 2010; Schulte
et al., 2010].
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